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How to Use This Book
Read and do exercises in order.
Print all the exercise out at one time, or as you go, but print and fill them out by hand.
That’s it! Pretty simple…enjoy!

Goals, Plan, Action
Have you ever made a New Years Resolution? How did that work out for you? If you’re like
most...not so well. Only 8% of people who set a New Years Resolution actually succeed! Studies show
the reason is because most of us don’t write down our goals, or have a plan on how to achieve them.
People think they can set a goal and it will magically happen. This is not the case. Setting Goals are
easy! Actually doing something about them is the hard part. I follow a simple process that helps with
not only setting goals, but actually achieving them. I call it GPA or Goals, Plan, Action.
Goals - In the simplest terms, goals are things we want. Goals can come in all shapes and sizes. For
example, buying a house can be a goal. Going to the grocery store can also be a goal. Although, those
two goals are very different, you achieve them using the same process. You set the goal “I want to buy
a house” or “I want to go to the grocery store today.” The goal is set!
Plan - Once you have made the goal, you need a roadmap on how to get there. When buying a house,
you have to think about things like what kind of house you want, where you want to live, and how
much you can spend. When going to the grocery store you have to make time in your day, and possibly
make a list so you don't forget anything. Now you have a plan!
Action - Finally, you need to take action in order to do anything! This seems to be the toughest part for
most. You can plan all day long, but until you decide to take action, like calling a realtor, or getting in
your car to go to the store, nothing gets done. Once you take the first action, just follow your plan.
On their own, each element of GPA is weak, but together GPA can conquer all goals! Have you ever
put together a jigsaw puzzle? Each piece by themselves is useless and hard to understand, but once put
together, it creates a picture you could never see before…unless you are looking at the box cover. It is
the same with the steps in achieving a goal. A goal by itself is great, but it's just a want or a wish. A
plan by itself is visually motivating, but can never be done without Action. Taking action by itself is
fun, but can be like going in circles hoping you end up in the right spot, and you usually don’t. Without
a clear, defined goal or plan, you don’t know what to do with the action. Put them all together and you
have a synergistic formula that can accomplish more than you thought possible.
If you are still not convinced that you need all three to truly succeed, let me leave you with this story.
In 1979, Harvard MBA program asked a question: “how many of you have a clear, defined goal written
down, and a plan of action on how you are going to achieve that goal?”
3% said they had a goal, had it written down, and a clear plan of action on how to achieve that goal.
13% said they had a goal, but had not written it down.
84% said they didn't have a goal.
Ten years later, they talked to those same people.
The 13% who had a goal, but did not write it down, were making twice as much as the 84% who had
no goal.
The 3% who had a goal, wrote it down, and had a clear plan of action on how to achieve it were
making 10 times as much as the remaining 97% combined!
A goal is defined as… An observable and measurable end result having one or more objectives to be
achieved within a more or less fixed timeframe.

I also like to describe a goal simply as “something you want.” Goals can be anything you want them to
be. It can be a lifetime goal, or it can be something you want to complete that day. Usually, goals fall
somewhere in between as goals have many levels to them. Let me explain. Let’s say you had a major
goal of retiring in 15 years. You can’t just make that goal and hope it comes true. Just making the goal
is just the beginning! In reality your larger goals are made up of many smaller goals. The best way to
achieve goals is by working towards them each and every day. I found that most people don’t do this,
and therefore do not reach their goals. This is part of the reason why I designed the GPA program. I
developed the GPA program by accident while running my first business.

The Birth of GPA
16 years ago I was finishing up my degree at Arizona State University (ASU) when I had an Aha
moment! ASU was known as a party school. Although I was a communication major, the truth of it
was, my major should have been drinking! I was a guy who knew how to drink, and drink well. My
Irish heritage may have had something to do with it, or that may have been my excuse to indulge.
Besides drinking I was also an avid entrepreneur. I had never officially started a business of my own,
or invented anything, but I was always finding ways to create shortcuts or schemes that would get me
ahead.

The Trip
It was spring break of 1997 and I was on a trip with the Snowdevils, the ASU ski club. Instead of going
to Cancun or Lake Havasu which is what many did on spring break, I decided Lake Tahoe for a week
of skiing and partying was more my style that year. On the trip a friend of mine brought a glass that I
had never seen before. It was an hourglass shaped drinking vessel, and held a chaser on the bottom and
liquor on top. It was the coolest thing I had ever seen! I thought, “how have I never seen this before?”
We used it daily on the trip with great success! After getting home from the trip that magical glass
stayed in my mind. I had to have one of my own, so I tracked down a local glass blower and told him I
wanted three of these amazing glasses. I did change the design a bit to make it more user friendly. He
blew three glasses, but only one of them came out perfect. I started taking this glass around to parties,
and without fail it became the hit with everyone! Each time I presented the glass at a party, I was asked
the same two questions, “what is it?” and “Where can I get one?” The first few times being asked this
question I didn’t have an answer. The Aha moment occurred at the fourth party I brought it to. I
thought “why not get it from me!” After months of research in the ASU patent library, and finding out
there was no patent, it was on!

The Decision
Instead of going the traditional route of graduating college and getting a corporate job, which was not
in my nature, I declared I wasn’t getting a job after college. Instead, I was going to start my own
business surrounding this magical glass. My friends and family who knew me as a "wild child” didn’t
give it much of a chance. Most of them thought “have another drink,” which I did!
With everyone thinking I was crazy to just go off and start a company by myself with no previous
experience, I was more determined than ever to prove them wrong. I was never one to live by the book,
and people knew that. I also was not the best with self-discipline, so the odds were against me. I
needed some way to keep my priorities straight (structure), and my goals in front of me (motivation),
so that I could prove everyone wrong and keep partying while making money!

The Notebooks
After selling the business 15 years later, and doing something no one thought I could do, I wondered to
myself how I got through all of those dark days in the beginning? The days when I woke up to a
negative balance in my banking account, and the roller coaster of emotions that come along with
starting a business that’s so volatile many days I felt like throwing up. Shortly after selling the business
I was clearing out the warehouse and came upon notebooks I used to run my business. These
notebooks are similar to the lined paper notebooks you would pick up at your local office store or
college campus for a buck or two. There were 12 notebooks, and in each one I had written down a year,
or so, of information. You see, what I did with these notebooks was plan my days. I would write out
my next day, the night before, so that when I got up the next morning, or afternoon, I didn't have to
think about what I was going to do. I would wake up and follow the plan I had written out the night
before. I did this everyday for 15 years, including Saturday and Sundays!
It turns out I had 15 years of my life documented, kind of like a diary! It was fascinating going through
some of the notebooks remembering some of the good times, and of course there were the dark times
too. They were all there, all 15 years! Then it dawned on me that these are not just notebooks filled
with my daily activities. These notebooks were filled with my goals, plans, and actions!
I would sit down the night before and write out what my Goals for the next day were. I would then
expand upon the goal with how I was going to do it, the Plan. Finally, the next day when I woke up, all
I had to do was follow what I had written down and take Action. This was a system I developed to get
up every morning and do what people said I couldn't do (motivation). This was a system (structure)
that is based on setting Goals, making Plans, and then taking Actions to achieve them. As I was in my
warehouse reading those notebooks, it dawned on me that I had a notebook at home, which I had
written the night before that said, “clean the warehouse.”
To this day, I still use this system. I have it structured and organized a little different, but it is the same
system that I accidently designed which allowed me to create, develop and successfully run a business
for 15 years! I call it the GPA Program.

The Program
If you make a commitment right now to be honest with yourself throughout each exercise, it will be
encouraging, enlightening and in the end amazing! This is YOUR life and you should be living it your
way! It starts with assessing, becoming aware and then accepting where you are and where you want to
go in this life. The more honest you are with each exercise, the better your results will be.
This program is not meant to be done in one sit down session. The more thought you put into each
exercise, the more you will get out of it. So, take your time and make sure you are fresh and motivated
to do each exercise.
I do have some options on my website www.caseymoran.com that are there to assist you with the
program including pdf worksheets you can download. I’ve also made myself available for One-on-One
GPA coaching if you would like some guidance as you set up and get the programing going! Please do
not hesitate to contact me through my website and let’s get your Goals, Plans, Actions rolling!

Dare to Dream
What do you want to be when you grow up? is a common question kids are asked. If you think about it,
it’s an almost impossible question to answer. The answer becomes clearer as we get older, but is rarely
answered truthfully. When you are seven, your answer might be a fireman, astronaut, or superhero.
When you are seventeen, the answer might be doctor, lawyer, or professional athlete. When you are
twenty-seven the answer may be happy, successful, or retired. Although, the answers will change as we
get older the driving force behind the answer is usually a societally influenced response. The Question
rarely gets answered with a true, heartfelt, thoughtful answer. This is what needs to be done in order to
be true to yourself, and excited about life.
Do you remember a time when anything was possible? Life was an adventure and you were up for any
challenge? There was nothing holding you back! It may have been when you were just getting out of
high school, and the world was yours for the taking. Maybe it was when you graduated from college,
and you were going to rise to the top of your industry. Maybe your dream was to take off and travel the
world. Maybe you have a passion for helping others and that is your mission in life. It could have been
last week when you thought, “it’s time to stop dreaming and start doing!” Whenever that time may
have been, get yourself in that frame of mind where you can go and do anything you want.
What I want you to do is take a few moments and think about what you want in life. Not what your
friends, family or society wants you to do or say. What do you REALLY want! What gets you excited
about life?
(Complete Exercise 1)

John and Tish
Routines are a part of life, everybody’s life! Take John for example. He wakes up at the same time
each morning, turns off his alarm clock (after hitting snooze twice) before he gets out of bed and walks
like a zombie to the shower where he slowly starts to come alive as the water runs down his face. After
drying off and putting on some clothes to rush to the kitchen as the smell of the fresh brewed coffee is
attacking his need for caffeine, he starts to settle into the routines of the day. Next, he is off to work
where he will perform the same tasks as he did yesterday, and will again tomorrow. After his 8 hours,
he drives home in traffic that reminds him of his morning commute which resembled Walmart on a
Black Friday. Once home John is met by his beloved dog Sparky who acts as if he hasn’t seen his
owner in months. John takes Sparky out for a quick walk before he gets back inside the house to turn
on the TV as he “winds down” from his day. He eats dinner and watches his Wednesday shows, unless
it’s Thursday, in that case he’s watching his Thursday shows. The local news is the finally before John
finds his way to bed and closes his eyes for 6.8 hours. The next day he wakes up and does it again.
Tish, who is John’s neighbor wakes up when her brain tells her eyes it’s time to open and begin the
day. She picks up her phone to see her friend has texted an invite for lunch at one of the new hot spots
in town. After watching a little Kelly and Michael, she decides to get out of bed, throw on some yoga
pants, a top, and heads to her local Starbucks to satisfy her caffeine addiction. Once the caffeine has
kicked in she heads to her yoga class before meeting her friend for lunch. At lunch there was talk of a
new spa in town that just opened and was having a two for one. Tish thinks to herself “I can’t pass that
up,” so she heads over for a facial and massage. After the spa she stopped by the store to grab some
dinner as she had her new friend Mike coming over. After dinner they had some wine, one thing led to
the next and she woke up the next morning thinking “was that a mistake, or is this going to lead to
something? The next day Tish spent the entire day texting with her friends about Mike as she wandered
through her day which included Starbucks, Kelley and Michael, as well as a late yoga class.
John and Tish go about their days in a completely different manner. John is structured and predictable
while Tish enjoys a more spontaneous approach. Although like night and day, they both have certain
routines that are embedded in their lives. The question is, are you more like John or Tish? Or are you a
little of both? What does your daily life look like?
(Complete Exercise 2)

Wants and Needs
What is the difference between a want and a need? This is not a black and white answer for most
things. There are a few basic needs in life that must be met like food, water, and shelter. Even those
can be gray. The kinds of food, water and shelter can vary drastically. Eating out at the nicest
restaurants is not a need, it’s a want. Living in a luxury house is a want. You get the picture.
Most things in life are wants. When thinking about needs, we must think in the gray area. We think we
know what we want in life, but sometimes we have no idea. You may think you want this and that, but
when push comes to shove you actually could care less about what you thought you really wanted.
There are several areas in life that make us who we are. We excel in some, do alright in others, but
some areas we lack the drive, talent or knowledge to get what we really want out of those areas.
Wouldn’t it be nice to know what areas of life you really NEED to work on, and what areas you really
WANT to work on? Well, I have an exercise that will help you understand just that.
(Complete Exercise 3)

Did Someone Say Goals?
We are back to the question, what do you want in life? To answer this question, you need to dig deep
and think about what you REALLY want. What makes you happy, and gets you excited? Remember,
this is not what others want, or what you think others want you to do, this is what YOU want!
It’s now time to start your goal development process. Keep in mind that what you write down is not
permanent! This is the beginning process of developing the goals you want for yourself. On the
following sheet you will write in the nine areas you just scored. I suggest starting with your highest
score and moving down in descending order.
Once your areas are written in, you will be filling out What, Why, When, Where, and How. This is the
first step in defining your goals.
This page is intended to be simple, so please try not to write too much in each box. Just write down a
couple of words in each area. Refer to the sample for help.
What – What do you want out of that area of life? (You may want more than one thing in a particular
area)
Why – Why do you want that in your life?
When – When would you like to see this completed. There is not always a time frame. But try and put
something even if it is ASAP or before I die!
Where – Where are you going to accomplish the goal?
How – How are you going to complete your Goal?

(Complete Your Goal Development)

Goals Don’t Last Forever
The next step is your timeline. This will help in the first stages of breaking down your goals. You will
take your goal development exercise and transfer up to six goals to the timeline. You want to start
narrowing your focus, as working on too many goals at one time can be counterproductive. Look at
your Goal Development exercise, take the “what” section and transfer it to the “goal” section on your
timeline. You may have more than one goal in a particular area. For example, you may want to work
on your relationship with your partner, and you may want to work on getting closer with your family.
Those are two goals in one area. Once you have those written in, it is time to start expanding upon
those goals. The next columns are…
Define – Here you are expanding upon the “what” column in the goal development stage. If you have a
detailed and defined goal that is great. We will be expanding upon each goal in the next few steps as
well, so for this section, just write down a line or two as you define what the goal is.
Time – you can simply transfer from the Goal Development sheet or adjust/redefine.
Mid – Here you are going to break the goal down to about the midway point…what or where would
you like to see yourself at about the midway point of your goal. For instance, if you want to lose 10
pounds in 2 months, write down where you would like to be in about a month.
Short – Here you are breaking it down to a short term result. Using the example above, where would
you like to see yourself in 1 or 2 weeks.
Action – Here is where it starts to get real! Write down what action you can start taking right away to
begin reaching your goal.
The reason you should only transfer up to six goals is because it’s best to only be actively working on
about 3 primary goals at a time. These Goals or Areas do not have to be the ones you scored highest or
lowest in. They should be the goals you are most motivated to start working on now!
Remember, this is not written in blood, so don’t stress yourself out filling in these sections. You will be
adjusting, editing, adding and subtracting as you customize your goals along the way.

(Complete Your Goal Timeline)

Time to Get Real!
Let’s take a look at the next 28 days of your life. Let’s see what you will be accomplishing. Take your
Goals from the Timeline sheet and transfer them to the 28 Day GPA sheet.
In the Action column, write down what you would like to accomplish in that particular goal in the next
28 days. It may help to look at your Timeline, in particular the mid and short-term columns. This will
help you break the goal down into the next 28 days.
Remember what you have already scheduled in the next 28 days with work, family, and life. With that
said, don’t use it as an excuse not to make significant progress on your goals! Complete your 28 Day
Goal Sheet.
(Complete Your 28 Day Goal Sheet)

How’s Your Week Looking?
Now you have clear and defined 28 day actions, let’s keep going to this week. Take out the GPA
Weekly sheet, and break the actions down to what you are going to do this week. What actions are you
going to take this week to tackle your goals?
You will notice there’s a chart on the bottom of your Weekly GPA sheet. The entire GPA system is
based on an accountability point system. This is so you can hold yourself accountable for the Goals
you have set for yourself. The point system is explained in the Points section. Complete your Weekly
GPA. (Complete Your Weekly GPA)

Tomorrow Starts Today!
Your daily GPA is like your daily diary, workbook, or scheduler. You fill it out every day! There are
seven components to it…
The date - this is pretty simple, write in the date.
Goals - These are the three goals you are actively working on that week. First, under G write down
your goal. Then under P, write down what actions you plan on completing this week. Finally, under A,
write down the actions you will be taking that day to work on your goal.
To do – This is where you write down the things you need to do. You don’t have to do all of the things
you write down in the to do column. It is a reminder of things that need to get done at some point.
Things like making the car payment, grocery shop, laundry, basic to-do’s that we all have in our
everyday life.
Food – This section is where you will be writing down the food you eat each day. I suggest writing
down the food you plan on eating, rather than the food you already ate. This helps you regulate what
you put in your body instead of just grabbing whatever is convenient. Even if exercising, losing
weight, and eating better is not one of your goals. The food that you put in your body allows you to
physically and mentally perform. The old adage “you get out, what you put in” has more truth than you
think.
Mid Page – The open space in the middle of the page. First, on the blank line at the top write the day
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, etc. You can also use this section as your daily schedule. Write down
what you will be doing that day. The most important part of this section is writing down the actions
you will be taking that day to work on your goals. It’s also advised to mark an “A” next to anything
involved with accomplishing your current goals.
Points – In the bottom right of the page is the point section. We have not discussed how the point
system works, but it’s where you will be keeping track of your points which holds you accountable to
the goals you have set. The next section will cover how the accountability point system works.
It is important to remember that your daily GPA is YOUR daily GPA. As you move forward with the
program you can adapt and customize it as you like to make it work best for you. With that said, it is
best to keep it as close to the structure of the daily GPA as possible, especially for the first cycle, or 28
days. Complete your first GPA Daily!

Points
Why keep points? To include some accountability! We can all use a little bit of accountability,
especially to ourselves. Within the GPA program there needed to be something that can give you a
sense of achievement. Why not a point system.
Remember your Grade Point Average or G.P.A. from school, I do! Mine was barely a 2.00. It wasn’t
because I wasn’t capable, it was because I wasn’t motivated. I now feel like I achieve a 4.00+ in life.
You now can achieve that 4.00 you always wanted, and do it where it counts…life! The way the
system works is each goal is worth a point. You work on three goals a day, so if you achieve your goal
in each of the three, you get three points. Don’t forget the food goal, that is the fourth possible point.
So, if you achieve your three goals and eat well, you get 4.00 Goal Point Average (GPA) for that day.
You work your goals 6 days a week. If you achieve your 4 points in each of the 6 days, that is 24
points. Whatever points you end up with at the end of the week you divide by 6 (6 days). This will give
you your GPA for the week. If you end up with 24 points you would have earned a 4.00 GPA. If you
end up with 20 points, divide it by 6 and you have a 3.5 GPA. You get the picture…divide your weekly
total points by 6 and you get your weekly GPA.
Once you finish a cycle which is 4 weeks or 28 days, you add up your 4 weeks of points and divide it
by 24 to get your monthly, or 28 day GPA. This is all calculated and kept on your weekly GPA sheets
on the bottom. Here is an example…

Just like school, if you go above and beyond, you can earn extra credit. I added in extra credit because
we can always use a little help for those day when “life happens.” Say you have completed your three
goals for the day and you work on another goal or just really kill it that day, you get an Extra Credit
point. Extra Credit points are worth a half point (.5). There are also those days when “life happens.”
The days where you may only get 2 points. With the Extra Credit points you can bump up your GPA in
the following days by working extra on your goals.
To recap: Your main objective is to take Actions to move closer toward your goals. Every time you
complete an Action you get 1 point, and anytime you do extra credit you get a half point.
A or Action = 1 point
X or Extra = .5 points
A problem many people have is they think if a goal is set it will magically come true. The reality of
doing the GPA program every day/night is a proven way to develop the successful habits you need to
reach your goals on a consistent basis. If you cannot commit to doing the GPA for a cycle or 28 days
straight, don’t do it! Once you have worked the program for 28 days straight, you will have seen some
amazing things happen in you your life.

Once you have completed the first cycle (28 days) you can then start to shape GPA into your own. This
allows you to get into the habit of filling in the sections to know which ones are really key for you, and
how to maneuver around YOUR GPA!
I get people telling me that they don’t want to print out and write their GPA Daily for whatever reason.
Some want to do it on the computer, on their phone, and some say they don’t want to use all the paper
up and kill trees. Whatever the reason, it can and will be used as an excuse not do your GPA Daily. As
I said before, if you can’t commit to 28 days for your future, you really don’t care that much.

Here is What I Ask…
For the first 28 days of your program, use it as it was designed. Use 28 pieces of paper. The actual
process of writing something down has a cement effect on your brain. What I mean is whatever you
write by hand becomes stored in your brain. The same cement effect does not happen when you key
something in, or use your thumbs on your phone. So for the first 28 days, use the program as it is
designed. Once you have completed your 28 consecutive days, put an excel sheet together or use an
app on your phone. By doing this you will accomplish more in 28 days than you did all of last year.
GPA may be “old school”, but it will take you to “new” places!
###
Heck, if you spread the word of this program and it sells enough, maybe I’ll create a GPA App!
Some have asked me to help with getting their GPA started and kicked off the right way. What I have
done is added an option on my website www.caseymoran.com This will get you headed in the right
direction. I hope you enjoy your program, and I look forward to hearing from you, during and after, as
you share your success stories!
Thank you for reading my book. If you enjoyed it, won’t you please take a moment to leave me a
review at your favorite retailer.
Best!
Casey

About the Author

Casey Moran is an Entrepreneur and personal development enthusiast attempting to live life at 100%.
After selling his business of 15 years, he decided to follow his passion in life and help others do what
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both your physical and mental well-being.
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Exercise 1
Take a moment, close your eyes and imagine a world where you can go and do anything you wish.
There is nothing holding you back! With this frame of mind, take 5 minutes or so, and write! Write
anything and everything that comes to your mind. The great thing about this exercise is no one but you
will see this, so be free!

Exercise 2
Look at your daily, weekly, monthly life and examine your routines. What did you do today? What are
you going to do tomorrow? What routines do you have? Do you do the same things week in and week
out, month after month? Think about your daily routines in life. When you wake up is there something
you do first every day? How much sleep do you normally get? Are you on a regular schedule?
I want you to take a few moments and sit and think about what you do day to day, week to week. What
does your current life consist of? Take five minutes or so and write down what your day/week looks
like. This is your life! No one knows it better than you. Write…

Exercise 3
The Last two exercises may have uncovered a discovery, or two, about yourself and the life you
currently lead. They don’t have to be huge revelations, but can simply be things you don’t normally
think about.
Now, we need to start focusing in on some things you want to improve or change in your life. Below is
a list of categories. Go through the list and identify what areas of your life you want to improve or
enhance.
To do this, look at the area, read the questions, and think about your answer. Don’t write them down,
but think about how you would answer the question honestly, and remember there are no right or
wrong answers. This is all about you!

How well do you eat? Do you plan meals? Do you think about what you are eating, or do you just eat
what’s available without thought?
Do you exercise (think about the last 7 days)? When thinking about exercising, what comes to
mind…dread or excitement?
Are you happy with your weight? Would you like to lose, gain, or shift some weight (add muscle/lose
fat)? Are you happy with the body you see in the mirror?
How is your energy? Do you have plenty of energy throughout the day? Does your energy fluctuate
depending on time of day or what you eat? Do you lack the energy you wish you had? Are you tired all
day and seem to never have energy? Do you have more energy than you know what to do with?
How do you sleep? Do you get enough sleep? Wish you could get more?
Now, after thinking about the answers to the questions, what score from 1-10 would you give yourself
in that area. 1 being you REALLY need to work on every aspect of that part of your life, and 10, you
couldn’t possibly be doing MORE, or BETTER, in that area. Write your score on the (need) line.
Now do the same for the rest of the categories…

Do you like work? Do you like going to work? Do you enjoy what you do? Do you think about work
when you are not working? When you are working, do you think of just work, or do you think about
anything but work? If you had to describe what you do in one word, what would it be…fun, miserable,
ok, or satisfying? Are you excited about your future in your job? Where do you see yourself in five
years in your career? Is what you are doing your dream job?

Think about the relationships in your life…

If you have a partner, are you happy with your partner? Do you look forward to seeing them? Do you
feel stressed when you are with them? How well do you get along with your partner? Is this the
relationship of your dreams? Could it be better…how?
If you do not have a partner, do you want one? Do you feel that would complete you or compliment
your life? Do you feel lonely without a partner? If you would like a partner, do you date? Do you enjoy
dating?
Think about your other relationships. Your family, friends, and even acquaintances. How is your
relationship with your family? How is your relationship with your friends? All relationships are a bit
different, so think about your closest friends and family members. Are there relationships you wish
were closer or stronger? Who/Why?
How about the acquaintances you meet, do you like meeting new people…why or why not? Does it
bring you stress to run into people you know in the grocery store?

When you think about money, what comes to mind…fun, fear, excitement, responsibility? Think about
your bank balance, think about your savings and retirement. Does it make you nervous or does it make
you smile? How solid is your income stream…dependable? Variable? Unknown? How much do you
currently earn? How much debt do you have? When you think about your financial situation and the
rest of your life, how comfortable do you feel?

How do you spend your time when you are not working? Do you spend time on things that interest
you? Are there things you have interest in doing or being involved with that you have not acted on but
would like to? Would you like to travel more? How much TV do you watch? Too much? Not enough?
How much time do you spend on the internet? Do you feel like you have enough, or really get to enjoy
your “me” time?

What does your life consist of? Look at every aspect of your life in an overview…your home, your
work, the things you have, the places you go, your friends. Are you happy with it all? Do you have
enough? Too much? Too little? Do you enjoy your everyday life?

You may or may not believe in a higher power.
If you do, how is your relationship? Is your relationship where you want it to be? How could it be
better? Are there places of worship or groups you have wanted to join or visit? What can you do to
strengthen your relationship?

Do you spend time thinking about yourself and how to better yourself? How much time do you spend
learning new things? Are you actively trying to expand your knowledge, and make yourself better?
How is your emotional level? Are you over emotional? Not emotional or somewhere in the middle?
Can you manage emotions when they flood in? Do you allow emotions to make decisions?

How do you feel about giving back? Is giving back something you wish you could do more? Do you
think about it at all? Do you actively seek out to help others, or avoid it? Do you give more, less, or
just enough of yourself to others? Would it feel good to give more? Less? Do you contribute to your
community? Do people you know or come across view you as positive or negative or neither? If you
left today, what would your family and friends say about you, and the contributions you made toward
their lives.

Now that you have scored your areas on your basic need. Let’s score your desire to work on each area.
Look at the area and think about how much desire and motivation you have to work on that area. Write
a score from 1-10 based on your desire to work on that category. 10 being you are really excited and
motivated to improve that area of your life. 1 being you don’t care to work on that area of your life at
this moment.
Now it’s time for some basic math. Add your need and desire scores together to get your final score.

